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Eu.Gene Analyzer a tool for integrating gene expression data with pathway databases
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ABSTRACT

Motivation: Eu.Gene Analyzer is an easy-to-use, stand-alone application that allows rapid and powerful microarray data analysis in the context of biological pathways. Its intuitive graphical user interface makes it an easy and flexible tool, even for the first-time user. Eu.Gene supports a variety of array platforms, organisms and pathway ontologies, transparently deals with multiple nomenclature systems and seamlessly integrates data from different sources. Two different statistical methods, the Fisher Exact Test and the Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA), are implemented to identify biological pathways transcriptionally affected under experimental conditions. A suite of tools is offered to define, visualize and share custom non-redundant pathway sets.

In conclusion, Eu.Gene Analyzer is a new software application that provides a search function to identify and select pathways involved specific key words in the name. Thus, a pathway set may represent the space of biological categories of interest and may conveniently be stored for future use and shared with others.

Availability: Download of Eu.Gene Analyzer Java version is available free of charge for academic users. Please visit the web page: http://www.ducciocavalieri.org/bio/Eugene.htm

Contact: duccio.cavalieri@unifi.it

Supplementary information: http://www.ducciocavalieri.org/bio/Eugene/Suppl_Inf

2 FEATURES

Many collections of pathways and other meaningful gene sets are publicly available. Eu.Gene loads and stores pathway definitions from the latest update of multiple public databases, KEGG (Kanehisa et al., 2006), Reactome (Joshi-Tope et al., 2005) and GenMAPP (Dahlquist et al., 2002), within the stand-alone application.

One obstacle to concurrent use of different pathway databases is their use of diverse types of identifiers. That is, different databases use various types of identifiers, or primary names, to refer to the same entities. The same problem appears among different microarray platforms. Eu.Gene resolves the nomenclature problems by handling conversion among various annotation and nomenclature systems transparently to the user (see Table 1a, Supplementary Material). To do so, a built-in conversion map converts all identifiers to a common format, Ensembl Gene and Transcript IDs (Hubbard et al., 2007). Thus, Eu.Gene users can load data from different array platforms (see Tables 1a and 2b, Supplementary Material) and different pathway sources using the original nomenclature. The entire conversion map is also available directly, as a Conversion Tool that easily converts user-generated lists of gene names among the different nomenclature systems. In some cases, the size of the conversion map is very huge and the analysis tasks become memory demanding (see Table 2a, Supplementary Material).

The available pathways can be browsed to select which to include in a custom pathway set. Browsing based on pathway source database is easy and convenient. Alternately, Eu.Gene provides a search function to identify and select pathways involving specific key words in the name. Thus, a pathway set may represent the space of biological categories of interest and may conveniently be stored for future use and shared with others.

The use of several pathway sources often results in the occurrence of redundant pathways with a high degree of overlap (Cary et al., 2005). The ‘Entity Affinity Filter’ tool helps to navigate the territory and create robust, non-redundant pathway sets. Users select threshold values for maximum tolerated overlap among pathways to include in the selected pathway set. A dendrogram visualization tool guides

1 INTRODUCTION

Pathway-based microarray analysis methods look for patterns of gene expression variation in any predefined set of genes. While the effect of each individual gene can be subtle, a coordinated change among many gene products can produce potent biological effects. Eu.Gene explores this type of multigene effects.
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the user in the selection of redundancy threshold values. The dendrogram illustrates hierarchical trees of the loaded pathways, ordered according to the mutual overlap. To minimize overlap among pathways, users can employ the ‘SuperSetMode’ to collapse all available pathways into a super-pathway that can be stored and used for further analysis.

Pathways frequently include a number of genes not represented in the microarray. Users can exclude from a pathway set the pathways which do not meet a threshold value of percentage of which are present on the microarray. Eu.Gene Analyzer implements two different statistical methods to evaluate which pathways are most affected by differences in gene expression observed in a functional genomic experiment: the one-tailed Fisher Exact Test (FET) (Grosu et al., 2002) and Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA) (Subramanian et al., 2005). The FET requires a user-defined threshold for gene expression to identify pathways enriched in both over- and under-expressed genes. The method GSEA does not use thresholds and is suited to the detection of coordinated, modest changes in transcriptional activity of many genes in a pathway. The output provided by the program is a text file with the relevant analytical information. For the FET, output values include signed and unsigned \( P \)-values. The \( P \)-value is a measure of the significance of a pathway’s enrichment in transcriptionally altered genes; its sign reflects the relative number of up-regulated genes with respect to down-regulated genes for each pathway. GSEA analysis output files contain enrichment scores (ES) and empirical \( P \)-values for each pathway. The output is exportable in HTML or MS-Excel format.

3 CONCLUSION

The integration of pathway browsing and statistical tools for microarray analysis in a single, stand-alone application enables the user to perform cycles of analysis and fine-tuning to construct a biologically meaningful pathway set. Results from multiple experiments can be used for further analysis, such as clustering. The pathwayset and analysis criteria used for an experimental group can be saved as a project and used to analyze additional data. This feature allows the comparison between multiple experiments and keeps track of the analysis performed.

The significant improvement provided by Eu.Gene is represented by the power and flexibility offered to biologist in selecting and understanding the set of pathways analyzed and by the possibility to apply and compare the results from different statistical methods. The number of pathways, genomes, platform and statistical methods implemented in Eu.Gene Analyzer can be easily expanded in the future versions of the program.
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